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WinPC-NC 3
that’s new !

WinPC-NC 3 is conceived as a complete and innovative
system and thus we are ideally prepared to meet any chal-
lenges in the future. This new system is the basis for addi-
tional functions which will be available in the near future.

.

Starting with WinPC-NC 3 means providing some new
functions, e. g. selecting the previously used files, new
settings and enhanced import filters.
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The most important and striking modifications of the
current version 3.0 are the following….

State-of-the-art and revised user interface with
Windows 10-specific layout, equipped with modern buttons,
menus and dialogs

Totally redeveloped OpenGL graphical display with selec-
table background, views which can be rotated and swivel-
led in any direction, full 3D graphics with intuitive 360° swi-
vel function, continuously variable zooming and scrolling by
mouse wheel or mouse movements

Live machine position tracking within the graphics, inde-
pendent of the selected view

Display option for unnecessary idle travels marked as light
grey lines.
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Show/Hide previous contours according to the recalculated
tool path by CAM functions.

Color combinations can be selected and set as styles in pa-
rameters as required. Additional templates are available, e.
g. in darker colors or specific to machine panels
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Sizes of buttons, menus, windows and fonts are variously
scalable to the individual monitor size

For easier handling we revised the structure and organiza-
tion of parameters, simplified settings according to logical
functions and components for an improved clarity while
retaining the usual terms, functions and dependencies.
Therefore no intial training or practice is required

Improved overview due to main menus and sub-menus.

Special basic settings for single configurations and all defi-
nitions during the initial startup of the system and project-
related parameters always depending on the loaded file or
the individual job
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Intuitive help function is available by button F1. It provides
appropriate assistance in any situation and concerning the
individual settings. Furthermore it is possible to refer to the
comprehensive manual in the installed pdf reader.

Additional languages are available, as well as an easy
changeover directly to the settings and languages with
Unicode encoding, e. g. chinese and russian

Additional informations

For more detailed information please contact us by mail
to info@Lewetz.de or visit our web site at www.Le-
wetz.de. The price for the update from version 2.X to 3 can
be found on our web site in the section Shop/Price list.
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